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SQL Converter is the ultimate application to quickly and effectively extract data from SQL database servers. The program helps users migrate information into other formats, including HTML, DOC, XML or XLS. Once connected to a SQL database, one can select which tables to be transferred. What's more, one can execute custom SQL commands to obtain the desired information. A tabular display can be used to identify source
data quickly. Moreover, the user can edit tables before migration. SQL Converter was developed to export information to more common formats. Features: * Extraction of SQL tables from multiple databases * Navigate tables and fields in Explorer Tab * View SQL tables in Explorer Tab * Execute custom SQL commands * Extract information to more common formats * Export data to more common formats * Process SQL

commands while connected to a SQL database * Supports execution of custom SQL commands SQL Converter is the ultimate application to quickly and effectively extract data from SQL database servers. The program helps users migrate information into other formats, including HTML, DOC, XML or XLS. Once connected to a SQL database, one can select which tables to be transferred. What's more, one can execute custom SQL
commands to obtain the desired information. A tabular display can be used to identify source data quickly. Moreover, the user can edit tables before migration. SQL Converter was developed to export information to more common formats. Features: * Extraction of SQL tables from multiple databases * Navigate tables and fields in Explorer Tab * View SQL tables in Explorer Tab * Execute custom SQL commands * Extract

information to more common formats * Export data to more common formats * Process SQL commands while connected to a SQL database * Supports execution of custom SQL commands SQL Converter is the ultimate application to quickly and effectively extract data from SQL database servers. The program helps users migrate information into other formats, including HTML, DOC, XML or XLS. Once connected to a SQL
database, one can select which tables to be transferred. What's more, one can execute custom SQL commands to obtain the desired information. A tabular display can be used to identify source data quickly. Moreover, the user can edit tables before migration. SQL Converter was developed to export information to more common formats. Features: * Extraction of SQL tables from multiple databases * Navigate tables and fields in

Explorer Tab * View SQL tables in Explorer Tab * Execute custom SQL commands * Extract
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Convert SQL Server database to and from several formats: * HTML * DOC (MS-Word) * XML * XLS (MS-Excel) SQL Converter is a tool to convert SQL Server database to HTML, DOC (MS-Word), XML and XLS formats. The program will extract data from multiple databases at the same time. It includes options to access databases with the following features: * Ability to process many databases simultaneously * Explore
source data with an Explorer tab * Filter source data in a way that permits you to select only the needed data * Quickly edit source data * Execute several SQL commands without exiting the program * Execute multiple SQL commands without exiting the program * Execute any SQL command that requires connection to source databases * Convert databases to HTML, DOC, XML or XLS formats SQL Converter is a simple,
powerful tool that lets you easily extract data from many databases simultaneously and convert it to more common formats like HTML, DOC (MS-Word), XML and XLS. Key Features: 1. Execute multiple SQL commands without exiting the application. 2. Convert databases to HTML, DOC, XML or XLS formats. 3. Select tables in database for export. 4. Extract data from multiple databases at the same time. 5. Ability to process
many databases simultaneously. 6. Explore source data with an Explorer tab. 7. Filter source data in a way that permits you to select only the needed data. 8. Quickly edit source data. 9. Execute any SQL command that requires connection to source databases. 10. Convert databases to HTML, DOC, XML or XLS formats. To extend/enhance the functionality of the software please contact us at info@wizsoft.com or visit our website
www.wizsoft.com Convert SQL Server database to and from several formats: * HTML * DOC (MS-Word) * XML * XLS (MS-Excel) SQL Converter is a tool to convert SQL Server database to HTML, DOC (MS-Word), XML and XLS formats. The program will extract data from multiple databases at the same time. It includes options to access databases with the following features: * Ability to process many databases
simultaneously * Explore source data with an Explorer tab * Filter source data in a way that permits you to select only the needed data

What's New in the SQL Converter?

============== SQL Converter allows one to extract information from a variety of SQL databases. It is a very useful tool that comes in handy when users need to extract specific data from a variety of SQL servers. The SQL Converter is a useful tool for users who need to transfer information from SQL servers. As a user, one can connect to multiple databases simultaneously and extract data selectively. After connecting to a
source SQL server, the user selects the tables to be extracted. After selecting the table, the user can browse the data or execute custom SQL commands. The user can set which tables to be transferred and which columns to be transferred. Once the process is completed, the user can export the data to various formats, including DOC, XLS, HTML, XML or CSV. [ Connect to multiple databases simultaneously ] The program allows one
to connect to multiple SQL servers at the same time. The user can connect to as many databases as required. This can be very useful for one who needs to transfer information from SQL servers. After selecting the databases to connect to, the user can transfer information from multiple tables. The user can select which tables to transfer and which columns to be transferred. [ Extract tables ] The user can select the table and the
columns to extract. The user can set which tables to be transferred and which columns to be transferred. The user can transfer data to multiple formats. After the extraction process is complete, the user can export the data to various formats. [ Custom SQL commands ] The program allows the user to execute custom SQL commands. After connecting to the database, the user can select the tables to be extracted. After selecting the
table, the user can browse the data or execute custom SQL commands. The user can set which tables to be transferred and which columns to be transferred. [ Browsing table contents ] The program allows the user to browse the table contents after the transfer process has been completed. The user can select which tables to be transferred and which columns to be transferred. The user can also export the data to multiple formats. [
Exporting data to multiple formats ] After the extraction process is completed, the user can export the data to multiple formats. * Find * * Edit * * Export * * [ Settings ] * [ Connection settings ] * [ Languages ] * [ Quit ] Version: 1.0 ========================================================================= Date Comment
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System Requirements:

- Microsoft Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10 - 2GB RAM - Sound card or DirectX compatible sound card - DirectX 9 capable video card (AMD: HD2000 or higher, Intel: HD3000 or higher) - 64-bit operating system - Internet connection - 1GHz processor - USB 1.1/2.0 compatible mouse/keyboard - Sound card or DirectX compatible sound card: DirectX 9 capable video card (AMD: HD2000
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